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appear to have been arrested, but he states that he took flight from
the tempests that were raised, and found a refuge at Great Yarmouth
in his native East Anglia. There he was hospitably entertained, and
probably wrote his Lenten Stuffe (1599) as a thank-offering to the
town.
Nashes Lenten Stuffe . . . with a new Play never played before,
of The praise of the Red Herring, is a jovial, robustious piece, in the
rollicking, fantastic style which Nashe had fashioned for himself,
as if to outrival all his competitors. It reads sometimes as a sort of
caricature of euphuism ; often its sallies of audacious fancy make
one think of Rabelais, whom, however, Nashe had probably never
read.1 He had long ago expressed his aversion for "new fangles,"
" candle-stuff," " tapsterly terms," and the language of " inkhorn
men " and " trivial translators." He cultivated a style of his own
as sedulously as any Carlyle or Stevenson ; and, though indebted
to many predecessors and rivals, he was influenced more by wilful
opposition and a resolve to be different at all costs than by imitation,
even unconscious, except of one avowed model, the audacious
Aretino. With his wonted skill at collecting scraps of infoimation
from diverse sources, learned and unlearned, and serving them up
in a well-spiced dish, Nashe produces an historical and descriptive
account of Great Yarmouth, and then launches out into a bombastic
eulogy of the red herring. A comic version of the tale of Hero and
Leander, who were changed into the immortal shapes of the Red
Herring and the Ling, is followed by the story of how the herring
was made king of the fishes. Myths, legends and fables about fishes,
especially the herring, are culled from ancient literature and folk-
lore, and jostle facts extracted from Camden or gleaned from local
authorities. He adapts all admirably to his purpose ; and the whole
piece must have been read with delight, and by others than mere
natives of Yarmouth, The narrative skill shown in his humorous
perversions of history and legend is finer than that of any episode
in The Unfortunate Traveller 5 his hand was growing in dexterity.
It would be impossible to better his tale of Hero and Leander,
whose after fate is thus related :
The dint of destiny could not be repealed in the reviving of Hero
and Leander, but their heavenly-hoods in their synod thus decreed,
1 McKenow, ibid., v. 129-131.

